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Steph Bryant and Lizzie Henderson, illustrated by Steph Marshall

A bright and joyful celebration of God’s creative power and our journey to understand it.

Bob Hartman, Author and performance storyteller

In each of these stunning picture books, Steph Bryant and Lizzie Henderson encourage young children to explore and discover more about the world, space and animals around them, and about the loving God who made it all.

Scientific ideas about how everything came to be are simply explained through the lively narrative and amazing illustrations by Steph Marshall, leaving children full of wonder at God’s creativity, love, and power.

With input from The Faraday Institute for Science and Religion, and fun experiments for curious young scientists to try, this series is an ideal way to help children engage with and celebrate God and His universe.

Mainstream science and theology, put delightfully simply. Ideal for young questioners with curious minds!

Dr Althea Wilkinson, Astronomer
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